PERMIT# __________________
DATE: ____________________

BOROUGH OF LONGPORT

DISCONNECT PERMIT FOR WATER/SEWER
CHAPTER 144  SEWER AND WATER
SUBCHAPTER 144-35-D-(2)

BLOCK: _____  LOT: _____  ACCOUNT #: ______________________

PROPERTY LOCATION: ________________________________

OWNER OF PROPERTY: ________________________________

DATE TO DISCONNECT: _______________________________

REQUESTED BY: ____________________________________

CONTACT PHONE #: _________________________________

CONTACT FAX #: __________________________________

FEE PAID & CHECK #: $225.00: CHECK #: ________________

FEE RECEIVED BY: __________________________________

PUBLIC WORKS COMPLETE AND RETURN:

ACTUAL DISCONNECT DATE ___________________ FINAL READING _______________________

OLD METER #: __________________________________

COMPLETED BY: __________________________________

CC: BUILDING DEPARTMENT  PW OFFICE 609-823-2731 X 120  FAX 609-823-1650
PW SUPERVISOR  WATER & SEWER BILLING  APPLICANT